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Abstract. Citations in scienti�c writing ful�ll an important role in cre-ating relationships among mutually relevant articles within a research�eld. These inter-article relationships reinforce the argumentation struc-ture that is intrinsic to all scienti�c writing. Therefore, determining thenature of the exact relationship between a citing and cited paper re-quires an understanding of the rhetorical relations within the argumen-tative context in which a citation is placed. To determine these relationsautomatically in scienti�c writing, we have suggested that stylistic andrhetorical cues will be signi�cant. One type of cue that we have studiedis the discourse cue, which provides cohesion among textual components.Another form of rhetorical cue involves hedging to modify the a�ect of ascienti�c claim. Hedging in scienti�c writing has been extensively studiedby Hyland, including cataloging the pragmatic functions of the varioustypes of cues. In this paper we show that the hedging cues proposed byHyland occur more frequently in citation contexts than in the text asa whole. With this information we conjecture that hedging cues are animportant aspect of the rhetorical relations found in citation contextsand that the pragmatics of hedges may help in determining the purposeof citations.

1 Introduction1.1 Why We Are Studying HedgingCitations in scienti�c writing are used to connect mutually relevant articleswithin a research �eld. A citation index, which is a compilation of connectionsbetween citing and cited articles, provides a means to navigate the collectionof scienti�c articles. Typically, a navigational foray into this collection is over-whelmed by the sheer numbers of related articles. However, users of citationindexes usually have a more focussed purpose than merely to �nd related arti-cles. Very often, the index search could be narrowed if the writer's purpose forgenerating the citation were to label the citation connection.To label citations with a citation function drawn from a list of possible func-tions requires an analysis of the text surrounding the citation coupled with theknowledge that scienti�c researchers want to communicate their results and want



2to argue that these results become part of the body of scienti�c knowledge. Thislatter aspect has been extensively studied by rhetoricians of science, e.g. [5], [6],[12].These rhetorical stances are communicated with a variety of stylistic e�ects.Fundamental to our work is the claim that these stylistic e�ects may be realizedthrough surface cues in text thereby enabling the reader to interpret the rhetori-cal nature of the text appropriately. With this in mind, our overall task is to mapstylistic cues to rhetorical relations. Our previous work has described the impor-tance of discourse cues in enhancing inter-article cohesion signalled by citationusage [11]. We have also begun to compile a catalogue of �ne-grained discoursecues that exist in citation contexts [1]. In the following we investigate anotherclass of pragmatic cues signalled by surface means|called `hedging'|that canbe exploited to uncover the function of citations in scienti�c writing.The hypothesis that we test is that hedging cues play an important role in therhetoric that is intrinsic to citation usage. We have investigated this hypothesisby doing a frequency analysis of hedging cues in citation contexts in a corpus of985 biology articles. We have obtained statistically signi�cant results indicatingthat hedging is used more frequently in citation contexts than the text as awhole. Given the presumption that writers make stylistic and rhetorical choicespurposefully, we propose that we have further evidence that connections between�ne-grained linguistic cues and rhetorical relations exist and that these may becatalogued. Further, the rhetorical relation can then suggest a citation function.
1.2 Why Hedging is Used in Scienti�c WritingThe `job' of a scienti�c researcher is usually thought to be focussed primarily onthe discovery of new factual knowledge. However, a large and critical componentof scienti�c discovery concerns the acceptance of new results by the researchcommunity and their ultimate integration into the community's archival knowl-edge. The scienti�c process is therefore not only about doing science but aboutpersuading others of the validity of results so that these may be judged worthy ofpublication. Along with the validation and publication of results, the reputationof the individual researcher becomes enhanced, with concomitant e�ects on theperson's standing in her community, chances of receiving tenure or promotion,and likely success in subsequent grant reviews.A variety of rhetorical strategies may be used in scienti�c writing to createboth a sense of social involvement in the scienti�c community and a persuasiveinuence in promoting the reader's acceptance of the claims being made. Therhetorical means through which an author achieves this persuasive purpose maytake various forms: hedging, to weaken the assertiveness of new claims, so theymay be more readily judged acceptable by reviewers; citations, to indicate a net-work of mutually supportive or contrasting works; and politeness to build socialcloseness with other researchers [8] (p. 64). Of these, the rhetorical strategiesthat will concern us here are the uses of hedging and citations, and the extentto which these two strategies are linked.



3Hedging strategies may be described as \. . . the linguistic devices used toqualify a speaker's con�dence in the truth of a proposition, the kind of caveatslike I think, perhaps, might, and maybe which we routinely add to our statementsto avoid commitment to categorical assertions. Hedges therefore express tenta-tiveness and possibility in communication, and their appropriate use in scienti�cdiscourse is critical [8] (p. 1)". The use of hedging in scienti�c writing is actuallypart of a larger pragmatic purpose on the part of the author: she is simulta-neously putting forth claims that must be seen as worthy of publication or asa basis for funding, while at the same time she must be careful to present herwork as acceptable to her social community of academic peers and as constitut-ing a continuation of established knowledge (even though she may be to someextent challenging or replacing previous work). Hyland [8] (p. 196) describes atext in which the writer has proposed a radical explanation for a process that isa core issue in her research area. As he analyzes the text, he points out how thewriter goes even further, in making serious challenges to current theories. Notonly is the writer concerned about supporting her own scienti�c claim, Hylandobserves, but with protecting her position in her research community: \In mak-ing this proposal, the writer implicitly attributes serious inadequacies in currenttheories in their interpretations of critical data. She therefore runs the very realrisk of having the claim rejected by a community of peers who, she perceives,have a great deal invested in the existing view and who are likely to defendit without giving serious consideration to her work" (p. 196). To address theseconicting pragmatic purposes, the paper is thick with hedges: modal verbs andadverbs, epistemic lexical verbs, inde�nite quanti�ers, and admissions of limit-ing conditions, all contriving to \[create] a rhetorical and interpersonal contextwhich seeks to pre-empt the reader's rejection" [8] (p. 196).In attempting to persuade readers of a research article that the results|knowledge claims|contained therein constitute a valuable addition to the disci-pline, the author is in e�ect engaging in an intricate `dialogue' with her audience.Hedging can thus be viewed as a type of modality that allowsa form of participation by the speaker in the speech event. Throughmodality, the speaker associates with the thesis an indication of itsstatus and validity in his own judgement; he intrudes, and takes upa position. [7] (p. 335), quoted in [8] (p. 47)We may say therefore that hedging as a rhetorical technique in building up ascienti�c argument is intrinsic to scienti�c writing. Further, the pragmatic func-tions of hedging, conveying persuasive e�ect to enhance new knowledge claimsand aiding the writer in building a social context with the reader, would seemto indicate that e�ectively managing the use of hedging is essential to the scien-ti�c process. As Hyland [8] states in his review of hedging strategies in scienti�cwriting:Hedging is critical in scienti�c discourse because it helps gain com-munal acceptance for knowledge. Scienti�c `truth' is as much a socialas an intellectual category, and the distinction writers make between



4 their subject matter and how they want readers to understand theirrelationship to it is crucial to such a highly self-conscious form ofdiscourse. Not only does it inuence the e�ectiveness and credi-bility of argumentation, but helps de�ne what it means to writescience.. . . [8] (p. 38)We take as our guiding principle the thesis that these larger pragmatic functionsof hedging indicate that other rhetorical strategies in scienti�c writing|for ex-ample, the use of citations|may be found to work together with hedges increating persuasive e�ects and inuencing interpersonal judgements.1.3 Background to the ResearchA citationmay be formally de�ned as a portion of a sentence in a citing documentwhich references another document or a set of other documents collectively. Acitation sentence is any sentence in the full text body that contains at least onecitation. A citation window corresponds to a citation sentence together with thepreceding and following sentences, if they occur in the same paragraph.Garzone and Mercer Garzone and Mercer [4] motivated the current citationcategorization project. This foundational work demonstrated a classi�er systembased on a correspondence between certain cue words, speci�c word usages, andcharacteristic structural patterns in citing sentences and the citation functionsperformed by the citing sentences. For example, in sentence 1, the phrase stillin progress may be taken to indicate that the citation is referring to work of aconcurrent nature.(1) Although the 3-D structure analysis by x-ray crystallography is still inprogress (Eger et al., 1994; Kelly, 1994), it was shown by electron mi-croscopy that XO consists of three submasses (Coughlan et al., 1986).
Di Marco and Mercer Di Marco and Mercer [1] developed the �rst stages of amethod for citation classi�cation guided by the hypothesis that the �ne-grainedrhetorical structure of a scienti�c article can help tremendously in this task. Thishypothesis is based on the following two arguments:{ The well-established body of work in rhetorical theory may be used inanalyzing the global structure of scienti�c discourse, e.g., [3], [5], [6], [12].{ More-recent studies have demonstrated the role of �ne-grained discoursecues [9] [10] in the rhetorical analysis of general text.We are thus developing an approach to citation classi�cation in which the recog-nition of such subtle linguistic cues, together with models of scienti�c argumen-tation, provide a means of constructing a systematic analysis of the role citationsplay in maintaining a network of rhetorical relationships among scienti�c doc-uments. As a key part of our methodology, we intend to show that a direct



5mapping can be determined from the pragmatic functions of these linguisticcues to the rhetorical purpose of the citations in the context within which theyare both used.In our preliminary study [11], we analyzed the frequency of the cue phrasesfrom [10] in a set of scholarly scienti�c articles. We reported strong evidence thatthese cue phrases are used in the citation sentences and the surrounding textwith the same frequency as in the article as a whole. In subsequent work [1],we analyzed the same dataset of articles to begin to catalogue the �ne-graineddiscourse cues that exist in citation contexts. This study con�rmed that authorsdo indeed have a rich set of linguistic and non-linguistic methods to establishdiscourse cues in citation contexts.We found that several types of syntactic stylistic usage provide rhetoricalcues that may serve to indicate the nature of the citation. For example, the useof syntactic symmetry or parallelism can act as a cue for the enumeration ofone or more citations. Repetition of words and phrases may also be considereda form of lexical `parallelism' that occurs along with citations. Other forms ofrhetorical cueing rely on various kinds of lexical stylistic features within a citationcontext: lexical morphology (e.g., contrasting concepts, such as intracellular andextracellular, that set up for a `contrasting-work' citation); speci�c lexical choice(e.g., negative or `extreme' words to describe results that seem to call for citationsto supporting works); scienti�c procedural terms; and `reporting' verbs (e.g., tomake reference to the historical record of the author's own or other works). Forthis latter category of reporting cues, we observed the use of hedging verbs usedalong with a reporting style in citation contexts (e.g., it has been previouslysuggested. . . that led us to investigate the relationship between hedging andcitation occurrences in more detail.
Teufel Teufel [14] represents a direct contrast to the approach taken by Garzoneand Mercer and, by extension, our own approach. Teufel's work is concerned withthe automated generation of summaries of scienti�c articles using the rhetoricalstructure of the document to �nd speci�c types of information to �ll slots ina `�xed-form' summary template. Teufel proposes a detailed model of scienti�cargumentation that may be used as the basis for analyzing and summarizingthe content of an article, including citation content. This model consists of 31argumentative `moves', which are typically one clause or sentence in length, andwhich build, step by step, the rhetorical structure of the scienti�c presentation.Teufel diverges from us in questioning whether citations are in any way lin-guistically marked, and, in particular, whether �ne-grained discourse cues evenoccur in citation contexts. Even if such \overt cues" do exist, she notes, thetask of detection through automated means would be formidable, requiring ei-ther deep-linguistic analysis or use of only simple, short, well-edited texts. Teufelthus articulates the dual challenges facing us: to demonstrate that �ne-grainedlinguistic cues can in fact play a role in citation analysis and that such cues canbe detected by automated means.



6 Although Teufel's approach runs counter to ours in judging whether citationcontexts may be classi�ed on the basis of subtle linguistic markers, she doesnonetheless give many instances of argumentative moves that may be signalled incitation contexts by speci�c cues. Of interest to us, Teufel's set of argumentativemoves is reminiscent of the kinds of categories used in citation classi�cationschemes, and, signi�cantly, Teufel observes that an important assumption isthat \the argumentative status of a certain move is visible on the surface bylinguistic cues." (p. 84) However, Teufel voices her concern with the \potentiallyhigh level of subjectivity" (p. 92) inherent in judging the nature of citations. Asa consequence, she relies on only two clearly distinguishable citation categoriesin developing her ultimate argumentative model : the cited work either providesa basis for the citing work or contrasts with it. In our approach, we hope tomaintain both a very broad and varied set of citation categories, while at thesame time developing methods for reliable citation classi�cation based on theautomated detection of subtle but pragmatically well-de�ned rhetorical cues.
2 The Frequency of Hedging Cues in Citation ContextsThe argumentative structure found in scienti�c writing is supported by a varietyof rhetorical techniques, including hedging. Underlying our interest in studyingcitations in scienti�c writing is the supposition that citation use is a rhetoricalstrategy. The work reported here begins to investigate the rhetorical links be-tween citation usage and rhetorical cues. The hypothesis that we test is thathedges play an important role in the rhetoric that is intrinsic to citation us-age. We investigate this hypothesis by doing a frequency analysis of hedging incitation contexts in a corpus of scholarly biology articles.We set out to compare the frequencies of hedging cues occurring in citationsentences and the sentences immediately surrounding the citation sentences tothe frequency of hedging cues in the text as a whole. If these frequencies show astatistically signi�cant di�erence, these di�erences may provide evidence for ourhypothesis. A list of the hedging cues can be found in Appendix A. Writers makepurposeful stylistic and rhetorical choices, therefore, we propose that frequencydi�erences would be supporting evidence that hedging plays a role in the rhetoricthat is intrinsic to citation usage. Demonstrating our hypothesis, in addition toproviding further evidence to support Hyland's work, would give us reason tostudy the rhetorical relationship between hedging and citations at a much moredetailed level.
3 MethodologyThe corpus that was analyzed is a 985-document subset of the BioMed Centralcorpus3 which is composed of biomedical journal articles. Only journal articlesdeemed to have a strong biological focus (as opposed to a medical focus) were3 http:==www.biomedcentral.com/



7included in the test corpus. All articles were required to have the following sec-tions: background, methods, results, discussion, and conclusion. This structureis very similar to the IMRaD4 structure used by Teufel [14]. Since many of thearticles merged the results and discussion sections, the two were treated as asingle, aggregate section.The corpus was �rst preprocessed to remove any extraneous XML tags. Mostof these tags are either located in the front matter, or are for the purposes offormatting. Only information about paragraph boundaries, citation locations,and section boundaries was kept. The following example illustrates a typicalbody sentence from the corpus. Only the <p> tag, which denotes the start of aparagraph, and the <abbr> tag, which denotes a citation were needed.(2) <p>Previous studies have examined the nucleotide length distribution ofthe 5' UTRs, 3' UTRs, intergenic regions and space between RBSs andstart sites of transcription in the genome of <it>E. coli </it><abbrgrp><abbr bid="B5">5</abbr></abbrgrp>.A major advantage of the BioMed Central corpus is that citations are ex-plicitly marked through the use of the <abbr> tag. As such it was unnecessaryto cope with the various possible citation styles. Furthermore, since we are onlyinterested in the presence or absence of hedging cues in a sentence, no syntacticprocessing was required. Finally, no morphological processing was performed.Since the number of hedging cues is small, the list of hedging cues taken fromHyland's catalogue was simply expanded to include all inectional variants. Wedid not search for all derivational variants, since there is some evidence that notall such variants are used for hedging purposes [8].The corpus was then split into sentences using a maximum-entropy sentenceboundary detector, called MXTERMINATOR5, described in [13]. The model wastrained on a manually segmented portion of the corpus, consisting of approxi-mately 3000 sentences. Unfortunately, MXTERMINATOR did not perform wellon the biological corpus, and signi�cant manual post-processing was requiredto correct segmentation errors. It is not clear if this is a result of the smalltraining-set size, or the increased complexity of biological articles as comparedto the Wall Street Journal articles on which MXTERMINATOR was originallyevaluated.The manual post-processing consisted of searching the output text from MX-TERMINATOR for indications that MXTERMINATOR likely made an error,then manually correcting the mistake. There were several such indicators, suchas single-word sentences, capital letters �nishing a sentence (problematic sinceterms like \E. coli" were often split across sentences), and citations located atthe beginning of a sentence (since these should be associated with the previoussentence, not the subsequent one), and so on.Once segmentation was complete, each sentence in the corpus was identi�edas one or more of the following:4 Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion5 http:==www.cis.upenn.edu/~adwait/statnlp.html



8 { A citation sentence, if the sentence contains one or more citations.{ A citation frame sentence, if the sentence contains no citation and is imme-diately adjacent to a citation sentence that is within the same paragraph.{ A hedge sentence, if the sentence contains one or more hedging cues.Citations are only counted if they are citations to published work. Hence, cita-tions of unpublished data, personal communications and so on are not counted ascitations for our purposes. Such citations to unpublished sources are not markedup in the BioMed corpus, so no additional processing was needed to excludethem.On occasion a citation may occur immediately following the period at theend of a sentence. In such instances, the citation is included as part of the im-mediately preceding sentence, rather than the following sentence. The followingexample illustrates such a case.(3) Studies have shown highest apoptosis expression in lining epithelium atestrus in mouse <citation/> and rat. <citation/><citation/>Several tallies were computed. We kept track of each citation sentence andframe, noting whether each contained a hedging cue. In addition, each citationwindow, which comprises both the citation sentence and the citation frame, wasnoted as either containing or lacking a hedging cue. Finally, we tallied the totalnumber of sentences that contain a hedging cue, the total number of sentencesthat contain a citation, and the total number of sentences that fall into a citationframe.It was often the case that citation windows overlapped in the text. This isespecially evident in the citation-rich background section. When this occurred,care was taken to avoid double-counting hedging cues. When a hedging cueoccurred in the intersecting region of two citation windows, the cue was countedas belonging to only one of the two windows. If it was in the citation sentence ofone of the two windows, it was counted as belonging to the citation sentence inwhich it fell. If it fell in the intersection of two citation frames, it was counted asbelonging to the citation that had no other hedge within its window. If neitherwindow contained any other hedging cues, it was arbitrarily treated as belongingto the �rst of the two windows.
4 Results and DiscussionTable 1 shows the counts and Table 2 shows the frequencies of citation sentences,frame sentences, and hedge sentences. Any given sentence may belong to onlyone of the citation/frame categories. Since citation windows may overlap, it issometimes the case that a citation sentence may also be part of the frame ofanother window. In this case, the sentence is counted only once, as a citationsentence, and not as a citation-frame sentence. Note that in Table 2, the frequen-cies do not add to 1, since there are sentences that neither occur in a citation



9Frame Sentence <p>To test this idea further, we also analyzed a construct wherethe third Val residue in the V18 segment was changed to Pro.Citation Sentence We have previously shown that the introduction of a Pro residue incorresponding positions in a L23V transmembrane segment leads toa reduction in the MGD value of about 2.5 residues, presumably asa result of a break in the poly-Leu -helix caused by the Pro residue[<citation/>14].Frame Sentence Indeed, the initial drop in the glycosylation pro�le for the V18(P3)construct was � 2 residues, Fig. 4B, while the shift in the locationof the second drop was only � 1 residue.Normal Sentence This is consistent with the possibility that V18 molecules with MGD� 15.5 residues indeed have already formed a transmembrane-helixat the time of glycosylation, whereas the remaining ones have not.Fig. 1. A paragraph containing all three sentence types. There are two hedge cues(underlined) in this example, one in the citation frame, and one outside the citationwindow.
window nor contain hedging cues. Data about these sentences has not been listedin Table 2.Hedge sentences are further subdivided into verb and non-verb categoriesdepending on whether the hedging cue is a verb or a non-verb. Note that asentence may belong to both of these categories. The reason for this is that thesentence may contain two cues, one from each category. In all cases, a sentencecontaining more than one hedging cue is counted only once as a hedge sentence(reported in the `Total' column). This single-counting of sentences containingmultiple cues explains why the number of hedge sentences do not add up to thetotal number of hedging cues.Table 3 shows the proportions of the various types of sentences that containhedging cues, broken down by hedging-cue category. For all but two combina-tions, citation sentences are more likely to contain hedging cues than wouldbe expected from the overall frequency of hedge sentences (p � :01). The twocombinations for which there are no signi�cant di�erences are non-verb hedgingcues in the background and conclusion sections. It is interesting to note thatthere are, however, signi�cantly (p � :01) more non-verb cues than expected incitation frames in the conclusion section.With the exception of the above combination (non-verb cues in the conclu-sion section), citation frame sentences seem to contain approximately the sameproportion of hedging cues as the overall text. However, this being said, thereis little indication that they contain fewer cues than expected. The one majorexception to this trend is that citation frame sentences in the background sectionappear less likely to contain verbal hedging cues than would be expected. It isnot clear whether this is due to an actual lack of cues, or is simply an artifact ofthe fact that since the background section is so citation rich, there are relativelyfew citation frames counted (since a sentence is never counted as both a citationsentence and a citation frame sentence).



10 Table 1. Number of sentences, by sentence type.Total Citation Hedge SentencesSentences Sentences Frames Verb Non-verb Totalbackground 22321 10172 6037 2891 2785 5278methods 36632 5922 5585 2132 1480 3468res+disc 87382 16576 16405 13602 12040 23198conclusions 5145 587 647 1049 760 1635Table 2. Proportion of total sentences, by sentence type.Citation Hedge SentencesSentences Frames Verb Non-verb Totalbackground 0.46 0.27 0.13 0.12 0.24methods 0.16 0.15 0.06 0.04 0.09res+disc 0.19 0.19 0.16 0.14 0.27conclusions 0.11 0.13 0.20 0.15 0.32Table 3. Proportion of sentences containing hedging cues, by type of sentence andhedging cue category. Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All CuesCite Frame All Cite Frame All Cite Frame Allbackground 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.13 0.13 0.12 0.25 0.22 0.24methods 0.09 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.14 0.10 0.09res+disc 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.32 0.27 0.27conclusions 0.29 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.19 0.15 0.42 0.36 0.32Table 4. �2(1; n) values for observed versus expected proportion of citation sentencesand frames containing hedging cues. �2crit = 9:14 after Bonferroni correction.n Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All Cuescitation frame citation frame citation frame citation framebackground 10172 6037 32.66 22.19 0.97 0.93 15.69 5.65methods 5922 5585 118.75 0.94 13.53 0.03 113.82 1.33res+disc 16576 16405 451.48 0.58 20.53 2.01 288.36 4.19conclusions 587 647 24.50 1.17 5.57 9.92 26.86 6.16
The �2(1; n) values for observed versus expected proportion of citation sen-tences and frame sentences containing hedging cues are summarized in Table 4.�2(1; n) values were computed by comparing the actual versus expected frequen-cies of hedging cues in each sentence type. The expected frequencies are obtainedsimply from the overall frequency of each sentence type. Thus, if hedging cueswere distributed randomly, and 24% of sentences overall had hedging cues, one



11Table 5. Number and proportion of citation windows containing a hedging cue, bysection and location of hedging cue.Windows Sentences Frames# % # % # %background 3361 0.33 2575 0.25 2679 0.26methods 1089 0.18 801 0.14 545 0.09res+disc 7257 0.44 5366 0.32 4660 0.28conclusions 338 0.58 245 0.42 221 0.38Table 6. Proportion of citation windows containing a verbal hedging cue, by sectionand location of hedging cue. Windows Sentences Frames# % # % # %background 1967 0.19 1511 0.15 1479 0.15methods 726 0.12 541 0.09 369 0.06res+disc 4858 0.29 3572 0.22 2881 0.17conclusions 227 0.39 168 0.29 139 0.24Table 7. Proportion of citation windows containing a non-verb hedging cue, by sectionand location of hedging cue. Windows Sentences Frames# % # % # %background 1862 0.18 1302 0.13 1486 0.15methods 432 0.07 295 0.05 198 0.03res+disc 3751 0.23 2484 0.15 2353 0.14conclusions 186 0.32 107 0.18 111 0.19Table 8. Proportion of hedge sentences that contain citations or are part of a citationframe, by section and hedging cue category.Verb Cues Non-verb Cues All CuesCite Frame None Cite Frame None Cite Frame Nonebackground 0.52 0.23 0.25 0.47 0.28 0.25 0.49 0.26 0.26methods 0.25 0.16 0.59 0.20 0.15 0.65 0.23 0.16 0.61res+disc 0.26 0.19 0.55 0.21 0.19 0.60 0.23 0.19 0.58conclusions 0.16 0.14 0.70 0.14 0.16 0.70 0.15 0.14 0.71
would expect that approximately 24% of citation sentences would contain cues,assuming there is no relationship between hedging and citations. In order tocorrect for multiple �2 tests, Bonferroni correction was applied.



12 Tables 5, 6, and 7 summarize the occurrence of hedging cues in citationwindows. Table 8 shows the proportion of hedge sentences that either contain acitation, or fall within a citation frame. Note that this is not the same thing asthe proportion of hedging cues that fall within a citation sentence or frame. Ifmore than one hedging cue falls within a single sentence, the sentence is countedas a single hedge sentence.Table 8 suggests (last 3-column column) that the proportion of hedge sen-tences containing citations or being part of citation frame is at least as greatas what would be expected just by the distribution of citation sentences andcitation windows. Table 3 indicates that in most cases the proportion of hedgesentences in the citation windows is greater than what would be expected bythe distribution of hedge sentences. Taken together, these conditional probabil-ities support the conjecture that hedging cues and citation contexts correlatestrongly. Rather than occurring by chance, writers purposefully use these cues.With this knowledge, the strong correlation would indicate that the hedging cuesare being used in synergy with the citation contexts. Hyland has catalogued avariety of pragmatic uses of hedging cues, so it is reasonable to speculate thatthese uses map over to the rhetorical structure that is found in citation contexts.
5 Conclusions and Future WorkIn creating inter-article relationships, citations in scienti�c writing reinforce theargumentation structure that is intrinsic to all scienti�c writing. To determinethe relationship between a citing and cited paper, we are unravelling the ar-gumentation structure by looking for �ne-grained discourse and rhetorical cuesthat indicate the rhetorical relations that build the argumentation structure. Onetype of rhetorical cue involves hedging to modify the a�ect of a scienti�c claim.In this paper we show that the hedging cues proposed in Hyland's extensivestudy of the rhetorical use of hedging in scienti�c writing occur more frequentlyin citation contexts than in the text as a whole. We have also con�rmed thathedging is distributed unevenly in the di�erent sections of a scienti�c article.With this information we conjecture that hedging cues are an important aspectof the rhetorical relations found in citation contexts and that the pragmatics ofhedges may help in determining the purpose of citations.The pragmatic nature of hedges can be divided into several categories, mostbroadly, content-oriented hedges and reader-oriented hedges. Content-orientedhedges \hedge the correspondence between what the writer says about the worldand what the world is thought to be like" [8] (p. 162). Reader-oriented hedgesare concerned with the social relationship between writer and reader, and areused for such pragmatic purposes as reducing the potential risks of presentingcontroversial claims, showing courtesy or deference to peers, and demonstratingconformity to the research community's expectations [8] (pp. 177-178). In thefollowing example, the use of a personal subject (We) functions to mitigate thecriticism of other work through an \overt acceptance of personal responsibility"[8] (p. 181). In addition, the modal might further weakens the critical e�ect:



13(4) We do not know the reason for the discrepancy between our results andthose of Ngernprairitsiri [16, 23], but it might reect genetic di�erences inthe cultivars employed.As this last example shows, the pragmatic purpose of hedges and citationsoccurring within the same passage can be closely linked. As we observed inour study, speci�c types of hedges were associated with citations that o�setthe implied uncertainty. One type of content-oriented hedge expresses deviationfrom established or idealized knowledge [8] (p. 164) and is often associated witha citation to foundational work. In the following example, the adverb slightlyindicates that the procedure being used deviates from that of Buchner et al.:(5) Drosophila heads were harvested and prepared according to a slightly mod-i�ed protocol described in Buchner et al. [38].We are now beginning to develop a mapping from the pragmatic functions ofhedging cues to the purpose of citations used within the same context. Ourultimate purpose is to identify �ne-grained linguistic cues that may be used asa means of determining the function of citations. Based on Hyland and others,we can expect to be able to associate hedging cues and other cue phrases withrhetorical relations as determiners of citation function.
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A Hedging Cues

Table 9. Base forms of all verb hedging cues used in the analysis.appear calculate indicate report speculateassume estimate note see suggestattempt imply predict seek suspectbelieve indicate propose seem
Table 10. All non-verb hedging cues used in the analysis.about essentially partial rarelyalmost evidently partially relativelyapparent generally possibility slightlyapparently likely potentially someapproximate most presumably somewhatapproximately mostly probable unlikelyaround normally probably usuallyconsistent occasionally quite virtually

Each verbal cue given in Table 9 was expanded into four inectional variantsin the analysis presented in this paper: the base form, the third person singu-lar present tense, the past tense, and the present participle form (e.g. appear,appears, appeared, and appearing, respectively).


